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QUALITY ASSURANCE TECHNIQUES FOR ON-LINE PROCESS
COMPUTER SOFTWARE*

J. B. Bullock
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

Experience in the operation of an on-line process control computer at the High

Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) has indicated that a major consideration in the planning of

such systems should be software quality assurance. The following practices have been

implemented at ORNL and have proven to be most helpful in maintaining the software

integrity in the HFIR system.

1. Maintain complete listings of all system programs in a clearly indexed file or note-

book. This file should include a list of the previous version of any revised or cor-

rected program.

2. Maintain a copy of ail system program source images (cards, tape, etc.), clearly

labeled by name and revision date or number.

3. Maintain a logic block diagram of all complex programs showing their relationship

to other programs in the system. The more complex programs should use both the

serial logic and the parallel logic forms described below.

4. Require appropriate designer comments in the comment fields of each program to

clearly document the intent of the adjacent computer instruction groups.

5. Maintain a duplicate ewrearly~dwpK-cccfca copy of the source image of all programs

in a separate room or building in the event of local damage or disaster.
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6. Establish and rigorously enforce a software change procedure which should include

specifications of:

a. person(s) responsible for reviewing and approving change requests,

b. person(s) responsible for effecting the change,

c. the method or test required to verify the anticipated effects of the change,

d. documentation changes, including new program listings, new logic diagrams,

and new source copy.

Many of the items specified above are reasonably obvious, common sense techniques

which many users have no doubt recognized and implemented. However, the practice Or"

constructing both serial logic and parallel logic block diagrams is probably unique with

ORNL and merits further consideration.

The serial logic diagram is the conventional logic diagram/drawn by computer

programmers showing the yes-no decision blocks and the functions being performed as

the logic flows in a manner roughly synchronous with the program instructions. The

term "parallel logic" is applied to a logic diagramming technique developed for con-

ventional control system design and has been in use for^ssveral years at ORNL. In the

past the method has been used most extensively for showing the functional criteria or

design objectives in conventional relay logic control system design. ^yThe technique

hasibeen rocently used for block diagramming complex computer program logic with

great success. The principal advantage of the parallel jogic diagram is shown in
j^>+K fr h j M y Sift* pt theJQ, ftlfoiritK***- by &jsplfi*i**j t h i >

which'sKow identical logic functions usi«gj>oth the serial and the parallel
form. '«• '^e*tUj

logic diagramlfachniqvas. It is readily apparent that the parallel scheme is/pest suited

for rapidly ascertaining the multiple paths or conain'ons to a given end state. Whereas



the serial logic diagram defines the programming steps more exactly and is consequently

more useful than the parallel diagram in verifying that the actual program instructions

will perform the desired functions.

When applied to complex programs, the two techniques represent a very efficient

and compatible method for clearly documenting the design intent, the functional criteria,

the significant variables, and the overall control system strategy. Documenting these

important factors in a clear, simple manner will result in an information base on which

a detailed design, a high quality review, and operational debugging can be planned,

because, not unlike the conventional system design, a ma for detriment to the assurance of

high quality in software systems is the basic man-to-man interface.
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